Thursday February 28, 2019
Lakers 21, Bucks 10

Lakers defeat Bucks, 21-10

The Lakers used their precise passing to defeat the Bucks 21-10. At the end of the 1st
quarter, the score was tied at 4. The Lakers jumped out to an early 4-0 lead, as Blake Suitor (5
points, 2 rebounds, 1 assist, 4 steals) scored a lay-up and then found Ryler Mnich (2 points, 8
rebounds, 2 steals) for a jumper. However, in the final few minutes of the quarter, the dynamic
duo of Matthew Bradley (6 points, 1 rebound) and Brenon Tokarczyk were working hard, as
Bradley scored 4 points off feeds from Tokarczyk to tie the game.
The Lakers held a slight edge in the 2nd quarter, as they played shut down-defense to grab
steals and push the ball up the court. Jayden Kramarz (2 points, 14 rebounds) was a force inside
the paint all evening, as he grabbed 4 rebounds in the quarter. The game began to open up after
Anthony Savino (6 points, 2 rebounds, 1 steal) and Chase Smith each scored on steals and layups to the basket on back-to-back plays. Matthew Grinnell also scored a basket in the paint,
using his height to grab rebounds, while also playing good defense on the other end. At halftime, the Lakers led 10-6.
The 3rd quarter was a defensive stalemate until Blake Suitor hit a key 3-pointer mid-way
through the quarter. The Bucks were making good passes in the quarter, however they could not
finish well at the basket, due to the Lakers size. Despite the Bucks difficulties, Robbie Burgio
scored on a nifty move to get past the defense. At the end of the 3rd quarter, the Lakers led 13-8.
The Lakers officially pulled away in the 4th quarter, as Jayden Kramarz scored a basket
and ripped down 4 key rebounds while the Bucks were applying a lot of offensive pressure.
Anthony Savino also made many positive plays from the point-guard position, scoring on a nice
And-1 basket to put the Bucks away. In the 4th quarter, Ryler Mnich pulled down 4 rebounds as
well. The Bucks did a good job of pushing the pace however, as Brenon Tokarczyk made
multiple nice passes up the court to teammates on the fast-break.
Ultimately, the Lakers defeated the Bucks 21-10.

